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Other values are Helvetica(values). 1957 sans-serif typeface created by Max Miedinger HelveticaCategorySans-serifClassificationNeo-grotesque sans-serif[1]Designer(s)Max Miedinger, Eduard HoffmannFoundryHaas Type FoundryDate released1957Re-issuing foundryMergenthaler Linotype CompanyDesign basedAkenzzid
GroteskVariationsHelvetica InseratHelvetica CompressedNeue HelveticaHelvetica Nowothers (see Annex II). Also known as Neue Haas Grotesk Helvetica or Neue Haas Grotesk is widely used sans-serif typeface created in 1957 by Swiss font designer Max Miedinger with input from Eduard Hmannoff. Helvetica is a neo-grotesque design,
one influenced by the famous 19th century font Akzidenz-Grotesk and other German and Swiss designs. [2] Its use has become a feature of the international typographical style, which originated from the work of Swiss designers in the 1950s and 60s, becoming one of the most popular fonts of the 20th century. [3] Over the years, various
variants have been released, with different weight, width and sizes, as well as non-Latin alphabet designs. The memorable features of Helvetica, as originally developed, are high x height, the cessation of strokes in horizontal or vertical lines and an unusually close space between the letters that connect to give it a dense, firm appearance.
Developed by Haas'sche Schriftgiesserei (Haas Type Foundry) in Münchenstein, Switzerland, its release was planned to match the trend: interest in turn-of-the-century grotesque sans-serifs among European graphic designers that also saw the release of Univers by Adrian Frutiger in the same year. [4] Hoffmann was president of Haas
Type Foundry, while Miedinger was a freelance graphic designer who previously worked as a Haas salesman and designer. [7] Miedinger and Hoffmann sought to create a neutral font that is very clear, has no essential meaning and could be used for various brands. Originally named Neue Haas Grotesk (New Haas Grotesque) in 1960 it
was quickly licensed by Linotype and renamed Helvetica, and in Latin stands for Swiss (from Helvetia), using switzerland's reputation as a highly modern graphic design centre. In 2007, Gary Hustwit was released as a feature-length film, which coincided with the 50th anniversary of the 1957 introduction to the font. [9] Robert Geisser's
history is a posteris illustrating the Swiss style of the 1950s and 60s: solid red, simple images and a neo-grotesque sans-serif type, all in smaller cases. This design appears to use Helvetica or close imitation. The main influence helvetica was Akzidenz-Grotesk of Berthold; Hoffman's scrapbook evidence design shows a careful comparison
of test evidence with fragments of Akzidenz-Grotesk. [10] Her R with curved tail resembles another turn-of-the-century sans-serif sold haas. [4] [10] Wolfgang Homola argues that the weight of capitals and masts in Helvetica is better balanced than its influence. [12] Paying close attention to the release of neue Haas Grotesk (Nouvelle
Antique Haas in French), Stempel and Linotype adopted the release of Neue Haas Grotesk in hot metal composition, standard text printing method and on the international market. In 1960, haas' German parent company Stempel changed its name to Helvetica to make it more international; it comes from the Latin name to the Roman
tribes, what became Switzerland. Intending to match univers success, Arthur Ritzel of Stempel transformed Neue Haas Grotesk into a larger family. [15] [16] The design was popular: Paul Shaw claims that Helvetica began to muscle out Akzidenz-Grotesk in New York from around the summer of 1965, when the Amsterdam continental,
which imported European fonts, stopped pushing Akenz-Grotesk for its marketing and began to focus on Helvetica instead. [17] [18] It was also provided for phototype detection systems, as well as other formats such as Letraset for dry transfers[19] and plastic letters[20] and many phototype collection simulations and projections were
quickly developed by competing phototype detection companies. [21] In the late 1970s and 1980s Linotype Helvetica was licensed by Xerox, Adobe and Apple, ensuring its importance for digital printing by creating one of the main language fonts for the postscript page description. [23] [24] As a result, a version was included on Macintosh
computers and a metrically compatible clone Arial was installed on Windows computers. The rights to Helvetica now belong to the monotype imaging, which acquired Linotype; The digitisation of Neue Haas Grotesk (discussed below) was released in conjunction with the Font Bureau. [4] Characteristics of Helvetica tight openings
contribute to a regular, dense design. High x height, making it easier to read remotely. Close letter spacing. Obliquely, rather than italics, a common feature of almost all grotesque and neo-grotesque fonts. Wide uppercase letters of equal width, especially in the wide E and F. Square s. 1 with the top flag of the bracket. Rounded R square
tail. Concave curved 7 stem. Two-storey a (with pelvic and stem curves), standard neo-grotesque and single-storey g Helvetica can't do everything... it can be really weak in small sizes. Forms like C and S curl back into themselves, leaving a tight aperture, white channels between the letter interior and the exterior ... The lowercase letter
e, mostly in English and in many other languages, is particularly non-existable. These and other letters can be a colored pixel there is some other letter. Like many neo-grotesque designs, Helvetica has narrow openings that limit its legibility on the screen and small print sizes. It also does not have an obvious difference between i and
lowercase L, although the number 1 is quite identifiable with its flag at the top left. [26] [27] Its sealed, screen-oriented distance can also cause legibility problems. [28] Other fonts for small sizes such as Verdana, Meta, Trebuchet or monospace font, such as Courier, for all letters to be quite broad, may be more suitable than Helvetica.
Examples of the logo Cassina S.p.A. Sign in Vienna, 1973 Chicago L marks the National Film Council canadian logo of the UK government publication 1964 poster Les Diaboliques Helvetica is one of the most widely used sans-serif fonts. [29] Versions are Latin, Cyrillic, Hebrew, Greek, Japanese, Korean, Hindi, Urdu, Khmer and
Vietnamese alphabets. Chinese faces were designed to complement Helvetica. Helvetica is a common selection of commercial word brands including 3M (including Scotch Tape), Adult Swim, American Apparel, BASF, Behance, Blaupunkt, BMW, Diaspora, ECM, Funimation, General Motors, J.C. Penney, Jeep, Kaiser Permanente,
Kawasaki, Knoll, Kroger, Lufthansa, Motorola, Nestlé, Oath Inc., Panasonic, Parmalat, Philippine Airlines, Sears, Seiko Epson, Skype, Target, Texaco, Tupperware, Viceland, and Verizon. [30] [31] Apple used Helvetica as an iOS system font until 2015 [32] [33] Helvetica was widely used by the US government; for example, federal
income tax forms are set by Helvetica, and NASA used a type space shuttle orbiter. Helvetica is also used in the United States television rating system. The Canadian government also uses Helvetica as its identification font, with three options used in its corporate identity program, and encourages its use in all federal agencies and
websites. [35] The manual cutting rubilite master used in the European Union during the 1983 helvetica neue phototype must be used legally for health warnings on tobacco products such as cigarettes. [37] Helvetica is generally used in a transport environment. 1989 The Metropolitan Transportation Authority of New York adopted
Helvetica to use the signs in 1989. From 1970 to 1989, the standard font was Standard Medium, an American edition of Akzidenz-Grotesk, as defined in the Unimark New York Transit Authority's Guide to Graphic Standards. The MTA system is still common with Helvetica-like fonts, including Arial proliferation, in addition to some old signs
in the average standard, and some abnormal signs of Helvetica Narrow. [39] [40] Helvetica is also used in the Washington Metro, Chicago L, Philadelphia SEPTA and Madrid Metro. [42] Amtrak used beprasmiškame beprasmiškame the Danish railway company DSB accepted it for a certain period of time. [43] In addition, the former state
operator of the British rail system has developed its Helvetica-based font of the railway alphabet, which has also been approved by the National Health Service and the British Airports Authority. [44] Variations of Helvetica 77 are used on the streets and houses of Riga and other municipalities in Latvia, although common road signs in the
country use din version 1451. [45] The font was moved from some uses in the 1990s to greater availability of other fonts in digital desktop publishing systems, and criticism from type designers, including Erik Spiekermann and Martin Majoor, who both criticised the design for their own ubiquity and too. [4] [46] Mayoor described helvetica as
relatively cheap for not switching from the Akzidenz-Grotesk model. [47] Road signs in Japan and South Korea used Helvetica in the past. [quote required] IBM used Helvetica Neue as the company's font until 2017, spending more than $1 million annually. In 2017, it switched to the custom IBM Plex family, concluding that a custom open
source font would be more distinctive and practical because it could be freely distributed and installed without rights issues. [48] [49] Media coverage Early Helvetica exemplified the asymmetrical Swiss modernist style, showing tight spaces in the poster-style period early essays on Helvetica's public image as a font used by business and
government was written in 1976 by Leslie Savan, writer of advertising in Village Voice. It was later republished in the book The Life of Sponsors. In 2007, Linotype GmbH organised a Helvetica NOW poster competition to commemorate the 50th anniversary of the font. [52] [53] The winners were announced in January 2008. In 2007,
director Gary Hustwit released a documentary film, Helvetica (Plexifilm, DVD), which coincides with the fiftieth anniversary of the font. In the film, graphic designer Wim Crouwel said: Helvetica was a real step away from the 19th century font... We were impressed with that because it was more neutral, and neutrality was the word that we
loved. It should be neutral. It should not make sense in itself. The value is in the text content, not in the font. The documentary also presented other designers who associated Helvetica with authority and corporate dominance, and whose rebellion from Helvetica everywhere created new styles. Between April 2007 and March 2008, the
Commission adopted a proposal for a directive on the protection of the environment and the environment. In 2011, The Disseny Hub Barcelona exhibited Helvetica. New font?. Over the past fifty years, the exhibition has presented helveika's schedule, its antecedents and its continued influence, including local In 2011, one of Google's April
Fools day anecdotes focused on the use of Helvetica. If the user tried to search for the term Helvetica using the search engine, the results will appear in the font comics sans. [56] Variants Distinguishing Marks Akzidenz-Grotesk Comparison, Folio, Helvetica and Univers 55 Some unusual Helvetica adaptations have been released, which
differ from Miedinger's original design, especially Bold Extended Weight, in which r has droop, extra-slanted diagonal weight, Helvetica Compact with different Q and straight majors and extra-condensed, high x-height Inserat. Many variants of Helvetica were quickly released to expand its popularity, including new weights and languages.
Linotype confessed before the 1976 advertorial moment that things became a little confused: the series was not planned as a whole from its concept... the series is not as uniform as univers. [57] Helvetica Light Helvetica Light was created by Stempel artistic director Erich Schultz-Anker along with Arthur Ritzel. Helvetica Inserat Inserat is
a version primarily designed for use in the advertising industry: it is a narrow version that is stricter than Helvetica Black Condensed. This gives glyphs an even higher x-height and more square look, similar to Schmalfette Grotesk. Adobe release notes date back to 1966 and indicate that it originated from Stempel. Helvetica Compressed
(1966) Created by Matthew Carter and Hans-Jürg Hunziker of cold type. [61] It shares some design elements with Helvetica Inserat, but uses a curved tail Q, a down-facing branch r and a tilde bottom for £. Carter said that in practice it was designed to be similar to Schmalfette Grotesk and compete with the british design effects and
compacta role because this style was popular at the time. [62] Carter, who also later created Helvetica Greek, created a modernised version of the Akzidenz-Grotesk brand at Heathrow in 1961, and commented later if we know about [Helvetica] I'm sure we used it because it's a much better font than the one I'm obsessing. But the
typesetting trade was very conservative then, and the new type of design traveled slowly. [33] [63] The family consists of Helvetica Compressed, Helvetica Extra Compressed and Helvetica Ultra Compressed fonts. It has been digitized, for example, in the edition of Adobe Helvetica. Helvetica Rounded (1978) Helvetica Rounded is a
version that contains rounded stroke terminators, released for bold weights. Linotype release note date until 1978. Helvetica Narrow Helvetica Narrow is a version with a width between Helvetica compressed and Helvetica condensate. The font was created when the printer's ROM space was very scarce, so it was created mathematically
squashing up to 82% of the original width, resulting in distorted letterforms, with vertical strokes dropped but horizontally unchanged. [65] Due to distortion problems, Adobe refused to release Helvetica Narrow in its Helvetica format in OpenType format, recommending that users choose Helvetica condensed. [66] Helvetica's helvetica
manual is an alternative font design in which stylistic stylistic alternates use schoolbook stylistic alternates to increase the distinctive character: the certified capital i and j to increase the resolution, q with a flick up and other differences. (a), t and u are replaced by designs similar to geometric sans-serif designs, such as those referred to in
Futura and Akzidenz-Grotesk Schulbuch. [67] FontShop's FF Schulbuch is similar. [68] [69] Language variations by Matthew Carter created Helvetica in Greek (1971). [62] [70] [71] [72] Cyrillic was created in 1970 by D Stempel AG, subsequently criticised and restructured in 1992 on the advice of Jovica Veljović, although the pirated
version was already developed in 1963 by Russian designers Maxim Zhukov and Yuri Kurbatov. [73] [74] Neue Helvetica (1983) The various font weights of Helvetica Neue Helvetica Neue (German pronunciation: [ˈnɔʏ̯ə]) are the conversion of a font with a structurally unified set of heights and widths. Other changes include better legibility,
heavier punctuation marks and larger gaps. Neue Helvetica uses a digital design classification scheme like Univers. The font family consists of 51 fonts, including nine weights for three widths (8 normal width, 9 abbreviated, and 8 extended width variants), as well as an outline font based on Helvetica 75 Bold Outline (no textbook or
rounded fonts). Linotype distributes Neue Helvetica cd. Helvetica Neue are also variants of the Central European and Cyrillic text. It was developed by D. Stempel AG, a subsidiary of Linotype. The head of the studio was Wolfgang Schimpf, and his assistant was Reinhard Haus; project manager was René Kerfante. Eric Spiekermann was
a design consultant and created literature to launch in 1983. [77] [78] The figures have been expanded and some condensed weights have changed from almost flat vertical to continuous curve at all heights. [79] Designer Christian Schwartz, who would later release the digitization of his original Helvetica design (see below), expressed
disappointment with this and other helvetica digital messages: digital Helvetica has always been one size fits all, which leads to unfortunate compromises... The spacing ended up much looser than Miedinger's wonderfully tight original screen sizes, but too short for comfortable reading text sizes. [80] iOS used Helvetica for the first time
and Helvetica Neue[81] as a system font. All macOS editions before OS X used lucida grande as a system font. The Helvetica Neue version, used as a system font for OS X 10.10, is specially optimized; Apple intends to provide a consistent experience for people who use both iOS and OS X.[82][83] Apple has replaced Helvetica Neue in
San Francisco on iOS 9 and OS X El Capitan. Neue Helvetica Georgian (2015) This is a version with georgian script support. Designed by Akaki Razmadze at Monotype Bad homburg. [85] Only OpenType CFF and TTF font formats were released. The family has eight fonts of eight weights and one width, without italics (25, 35, 45, 55, 65,
75, 85, 95). Helvetica World Helvetica World supports Arabic, Cyrillic, Greek, Hebrew and Vietnamese scenarios. [86] The family consists of four two-weight and one-width fonts with an additional italic. Arabic glyphs were based on a redesigned Yakout font family from Linotype. Latin kerning and spacing have been redesigned to make
consistent gaps. John Hudson of Tiro Typeworks created Hebrew glyphs for the font family[88], as well as cyrillic and Greek letters. Neue Helvetica W1G (2009) This version with Latin Advanced, Greek, Cyrillic script support. Only the OpenType CFF font format is released. The family includes fonts from older Neue Helvetica counterparts,
except the Neue Helvetica 75 Bold Outline. Additional OpenType features include the lower index/superscript. Neue Helvetica Arabic (2009) Helvetica Arabic designed by Lebanese designer Nadine Chahine,[90] this version with arabic script support. Only the OpenType TTF font format is released. [91] The family consists of three three
weights and one-width fonts without italics (45, 55, 65). (Sio) Helvetica Thai (2012) Thai font designer Anuthin Wongsunkakon of Cadson Demak Co. has created Thai versions of Helvetica and Neue Helvetica fonts. [92] [93] The project uses Thai glyphs without terry terminals,[94][95], which were also used by wongsunkakon's previous
design Manop Mai (New Manop). Neue Helvetica World (2017) Designed by Nadine Chahine, Linotype Design Studio, Monotype Design Studio and Edik Ghabuzyan, this neue Helvetica version with support for Latin, Cyrillic, Greek, Arabic, Hebrew, Thai, Armenian, Georgian and Vietnamese scripts totaling 181 languages, and fully
supporting Unicode block u + 0400. [97] [98] [99] [100] Published in November 2017 in Linotype and was released in TrueType and OpenType CFF format. Neue Helvetica eText (2011) This neue helvetica version optimized for use on the screen, created by Akira Kobayashi of Monotype Imaging. Changes from Neue Helvetica are more
open spaces. Unlike Helvetica, capitalletters are lowered, so lowercase ascenders rise above them, a common feature associated with text fonts. [79] [102] The family includes eight fonts of four weights and one width, with additional italics (45, 46, 55, 56, 66, 75, 76). OpenType features include counters/denominators, fractions, ligatures,
scientific inferior, sub-indices/superscripts. Neue Haas Grotesk (2010) Christian Schwartz's digitization of font bureau is based on original Helvetica drawings and uses the original font. [104] [105] [106] It was published with an article on the history of Helvetica by Professor Indra Kupferschmid. [10] Unlike previous digitizations, Schwartz
has created two different optical sizes for basic text and screen sizes, which have different spacing metrics that show larger spaces for screen size and a freer space for legible text. The release includes several features that are not digitized branded as Helvetica, stylistic alternates, such as individual punctuation sets for upper and small
case text, modernist cedilla design styles to match commas and reduced-height numbers to blend into extended text. [108] [b] Three text optical size weights are associated with the Pan-European Additional Font Pack downloaded by a Windows 10 user. [109] Writing in print, Matthew Butterick described the release as better than any
previous digital release helvetica: As someone who worked with cold metal Helvetica, I can vouch for the fact that it never looked better... My only criticism in the face [is] its unbeaten title, which I unfortunately certain will limit its visibility and therefore its uptake. Neue Haas Grotesk sounds like a second cousin of Akzidenz Grotesk, who
just stumbled out of the hinterlands. But no, it's the rightful heir to the Throne of Helvetica. It should have the name helvetica. [110] Users include Bloomberg Businessweek and the Whitney Museum. [111] It originated from an abandoned plan for the redesign of the Guardian newspaper. The show does not contain condensed weights or
support for Greek and Cyrillic scripts. Helvetica Now (2019) Helvetica NowCategorySans-serifClassificationNeo-grotesque sans-serifDesigner(s)Jan Hendrik Weber and Charles NixFoundryMonotypeDate released2019Design based on Halloween Neue april 2019. Monotype announced an update on Neue Helvetica called Helvetica Now,
developed by Jan Hendrik Weber and Charles Nix monotype Imaging. [113] [114] [115] The family has one width of three optical sizes, text, micro and display 8, 6, and 10 weights respectively. [116] Features include circle numbers and redesigned arrow and @glyphs. It also includes several alternative characters, including curled lower
case L rounded G, straight-legged R (found in Neue Haas Grotesk), single story a (found in Helvetica textbook) and lowercase u without spur. [117] [118] Helvetica clones for Helvetica, Arial and Microsoft Sans Serif comparison. Bitstream Vera, a humanist design not based on Helvetica, displayed in comparison. Design of derivatives
based on was quickly fast the lack of copyright protection in the phototype font market in the 1960s and beyond. [21] Some of them were straight clones, simply intended for direct substitutes. [120] Many of them are almost indistinguishable from Helvetica, and some add subtle differences. Substitutes for Helvetica designs that survived or
originated during the digital period include Monotype's Arial, Compugraphic's CG Triumvirate, ParaType's Pragmatica, Bitstream's Swiss 721, URW++'s Nimbus Sans and Scangraphic's Europa Grotesk. [21] [121] Berthold itself responded to Helvetica's popularity with Akzidenz-Grotesk Buch, effectively a Helvetica clone. [122] [123] [124]
[125] In addition to helvetica imitations, Helvetica has been available for many years in custom derivatives with unusual specialty symbols, in particular straight-footed R and round A. [10] CNN uses a custom derivative regulation by CNN Sans based on 1. [126] [127] [128] Nimbus Sans URW (later URW++), headed by Peter Karowo,
submitted an amendment to helvetica nimbus Sans. [122] This is a very large font family with optical sizes arranged for text and other variants of different sizes, such as stencil styles. [129] Florian Hardwig described his screen-oriented style, with strict spaces, as more reminiscent of Helvetica, as used in the 1970s by a cold type than any
official Helvetica digitization. [130] [131] Arial and MS Sans Serif Monotype's Arial, developed by IBM and also used by Microsoft, are careless for most non-professionals. [132] Matthew Carter, who was an IBM consultant during his design process, describes it as a Helvetica clone, supposedly based on his Grots 215 and 216 (Monotype's
old 1920s sans-serif family, a popular British commercial for print metal type period, and itself based on the Bauerus-Grotesk family). [23] Differences include: Helvetica strokes are usually cut either horizontally or vertically. This is especially visible in t, r, f, and C. Arial works on oblique stroke cuts, followed by monotype Grotesque.
Helvetica's G has an offshoot at the bottom right; Arial is not, but instead has a vertical stroke connecting the curved part to the crossbar. Helvetica's R-tail is more vertical, while Arial's R is more oblique. Number 1 Helvetica has a square angle under the upper branch, Arial has a curve. Helvetica Q glyph has a straight cross mark, and the
cross sign Arial has a small curve. The design was designed to replace Helvetica: Arial (and many other clones of the period) is a metrically identical PostScript version of Helvetica so that a document created by Helvetica can be displayed and printed correctly without IBM paying Linotype for helvetica license on its printers. [23] [133]
[134] The design of Microsoft Helv, later known as MS Sans Serif, is a font that has many basic features of Helvetica, including a horizontal and vertically matched stroke terminator and more uniform stroke width over the glyph. Free Helvetica substitute fonts for Nimbus Sans L, a version of URW's Nimbus Sans arranged to match the
standard Linotype/PostScript version of Helvetica, was released under the GNU General Public License in 1996, and donated to a Ghostscript project to create a free PostScript alternative. [135] [136] It (or derivative) is used in many open source software, such as R as a system font. [137] [138] This family's derivative, known as TeX Gyre
Heros, was prepared for use in tex scientific document preparation software and since 2009 a joint gust font licence. [139] [140] FreeSans, free font allowing from URW++ Nimbus Sans L, which in turn descends from Helvetica. [141] It is one of the free (GPL) fonts created in the GNU FreeFont project, first released in 2002. Liberation
Sans is a metrically equivalent font Arial created by Steve Matteson at Ascender and published by Red Hat by SIL Open Font License. [142] [143] It is used in some GNU/Linux distributions as the default font change for Arial. 2010 Oracle funded an additional expansion of Liberation Sans Narrow. [145] [146] Google commissioned an
option called Arimo chrome OS. Much more freely, the robot was developed by Christian Robertson of Google as the system font for its Android operating system; it has a condensed design with the influence of straight geometric designs such as DIN 1451. Derived designs Some Helvetica-based fonts are designed for different purposes
and have distinctly different designs. Digital period font designer Ray Larabie commented that in the 1970's everyone was replaced by Helvetica with funky curls, mixed case and effect. Indeed, in one 1973 competition for the creation of new fonts, three of the 20 winners were decorative designs inspired by Helvetica. Sowjetische Haas
Grotesk Designed in 1963 sowjetische Haas Grotesk (Soviet Helvetica) was one of the first attempts to helvetica adapt the Cyrillic script. It was created by two students at the Moscow Printing Institute, one of whom, Maxim Zhukov, would become one of the Soviet Union's most famous printists. Zhukov and his partner Yuri Kurbatov used
a steep curse for several small letters, which allowed several forms of Helvetica to move directly to Cyrillic. Sowjetische Haas Grotesk received widespread use in phototype setting, especially among other students of the Moscow Printing Institute, despite never being commercially released. Zhukov and Kurbatov tried to publish the font in
1964, but were rejected because the font is too closely related to capitalism; this was one of the main factors why the official Pragmaika, would not be released in the Soviet bloc until perestroika in 1989. [75] [c] Form (1968) Form compared to Helvetica Neue Created by Aldo Novarese in the Italian-style foundry Nebiolo, The shape was a
geometric influenced derivative of Helvetica with one floor a and very tight spacing in the period style. [149] [150] [151] It was proposed with a request from stylistic alternates who more closely imitate Helvetica. [149] [152] The form softmaker is digitized as Formula and (a much more detailed version with optical sizes) as the form of DJR
David Jonathan Ross at the Font Bureau for Tatler magazine. Helvetica Flair and other Helvetica Flair sample sheet Designed by Phil Martin at Alphabet Innovations, Helvetica Flair is an unauthorized phototype period redesign of Helvetica by adding swashes and monogamous inspired capitalletters with lowercase designs. Considered a
feature of the 1970s design, it was never digitally issued. It is believed that a highly controversial design like Helvetica is seen as a fallback and rational font and swashes are ostentatious: font designer Mark Simonson described it as almost sacrificing. Martin later claims to have been accused of printing incest to one German writer to
create it. Helvetica Flair was one of several derived fonts that Martin created in the 1970s (and especially a legally questionable font because it was directly named Helvetica). [154] Martin also drew on Heldustry, Helvetica's merger with Eurostile[156] and Helserif, helvetica transformation serifs,[157] and both were digitised. [120] [158]
[159] Shatter LET (1973) Shatter Designed by Vic Carless, Shatter assembles together slices of Helvetica to make a font that seems to be motiony, or broken and pieces. [160] Letraset released it after winning his 1973 competition for the creation of new fonts. In his 2014 writing, Tim Spencer praised the design for its ominous impact,
writing that he suggested fault-like mechanical aggression [and] cold, machine-effect paranoia. He attacked the body's preferred information printing style with a sharp edge and recomposes it into a jargon that still makes your eyes skitter and your brain tick trying to recompose it. Shatter just sliced swiss modernist institution. Unica Unica
by Team '77 (André Gürtler, Christian Mengelt and Erich Gschwind) is a hybrid of Helvetica, Univers and Akzidenz-Grotesk. It was created in the 1970s on an electronic screen phototypesetting and released in 1980. Since the phototype was soon replaced by desktop publishing and due to a legal dispute, the font quickly disappeared from
the market. In 2012, the Swiss foundry Lineto released a digital edition with the input of Christian Mengelt. Chalet House Industries Chalet family is a series of fonts based on inspired by many post-war design derivatives and adaptations organized by date to 1960 (routine), 1970s and 1980s (both radically altered and science fiction feel).
[162] House Industries, which is known for its foreign font marketing techniques, promoted Chalet by presenting it as inspired by the progress of the fictitious Swiss haute couture designer Renè Chalet (Chalet is House). [163] [164] [165] Coolvetica Top: Coolvetica based on Helvetica modifications such as Helvetica Flair. Pay attention to
the curved design t and y, as well as the narrow letter spacing usually seen by the digital Helvetica. In the digital period, Canadian-type designer Ray Larabie has released several digital fonts based on Helvetica. The most widely known and distributed of them is Coolvetica, which Larabie introduced in 1999; Larabie stated that he was
inspired by Helvetica Flair, Chalet, and similar options for creating some of Coolvetica's distinctive glyphs (most surprisingly for capital G, lowercase y based on the letters g and u, and completely curled in lowercase t), and decided to set strict default spaces optimized for use of the screen type. Larabie company Typodermic offers
Coolvetica various weights as a commercial release, with semi-bold as a free taster. From 2017, the semi-brave remains larabie's most popular font. [167] [168] [169] Larabie also inspired Helvetica with some of its other designs, including Movatif and GGX88. [170] [171] Notes ^ Antique is a term used in French for sans-serifs (such as
Antique Olive), although in English it has traditionally historically been mentioned in plate serifs. [13] ^ This feature was also included in Adobe's Robert Slimbach neogrotesque Acumin (2014). [102] ^ The small forms of Sowjietische Haas Grotesk have been digitised as Soyuz Grotesk and issued by the provisional states into the public
domain. Soyuz Grotesk added a Latin script, which he reconstructed in the same way as Sowjietische Haas Grotesk was built from Helvetica, but vice versa, using Cyrillic forms and adapting them in Latin. [74] [75] References ^ Kupferschmid, Indra. In agreement with Helvetica. FontShop (archived). Archived since the original on 30 April
2010 Retrieved April 29, 2018 . Neo-Grotesque heritage. Adobe Systems. Retrieved 15 October 2015 by Nick Shinn. Uniform face (PDF). Graphical exchange of information. Retrieved 31 December 2019 in Kupferschmid, Indra. I never loved Helvetica. Retrieved 5 October 2015. New basis for old Akzidenz-Grotesk (English translation of
Lost Shapes) (PDF). Der Druckspiegel. Archived from the original (PDF) 2017-10-15. Retrieved 15 October 2017. old commercial grotesk akzidenz-Grotesk neuer basis (PDF). Der Druckspiegel. Archived from the original (PDF) 2017-10-15. Retrieved October 15, 2017 ↑ a b Helvetica (Documentary). 12, 2007. ^ Shaw, Paul. Addition of
Helvetica and Univers. Blue pencil. Retrieved 1 July 2015 Helvetica Univers: A tale of two fonts. Print. Retrieved June 26, 2016 in Kupferschmid, Indra. Neue Haas Grotesk - History. Font office. Retrieved August 4, 2017 – Langer. One Font, two parents. Helvetica forever. University of Applied Sciences Düsseldorf. Retrieved April 29, 2018



– Homola, Wolfgang. Type design in the age of machines. By Breite Grotesk by J.G. Schelter &amp; Giesecke (PDF). University of Reading (archived). Archived from the original (PDF) on January 12, 2011. Retrieved January 17, 2018 ↑ Nouvelle Antique Haas a.k.a. Neue Haas Grotesk, a.k.a. Helvetica promotional, by Fritz Büler, Walter
Bosshardt, 1959. Flickr. Herb Lubalin Study Center. July 29, 2011 Retrieved April 29, 2018 ↑ Montrose-Helker, William. Post-war marketing: comparative study of three European foundries in the 1950s and 1960s. University of Reading. Retrieved April 29, 2018 Quote magazine requires |journal= (help) ^ myfonts: Arthur Ritzel.
New.myfonts.com. 22.02.1999. Retrieved 2009-06-08. 1999 Helvetica &amp;; Univers. Blue pencil. Retrieved from 1 July 2015 from Archives No 15 – Helvetica and Standard. Paul Shaw's Letter Design (Blog). Retrieved 27 December 2017 from Archives No. 17- More about Helvetica in the United States. Paul Shaw's letter design.
Retrieved 29 April 2018 — Müller, Lars; Malsy, Victor; Langer, Axel; Kupferschmid, Indra (2009). Helvetica Forever: A story about font. Baden, Switzerland: Lars Müller. Isbn 978-3037781210. 1999 Blue Pencil No. 19-Helvetica and New York City Metro System. Paul Shaw's letter design. Retrieved April 29, 2018 in Simonson. Arial
scourge. Mark Simonson Studio Notebook. Retrieved March 19, 2016 Many type manufacturers in the past have made knock-offs in Helvetica that were undiregated or almost so. For better or worse, in many countries, especially in the US, while font names can be stored legally, font designs themselves are difficult to protect. So if you
wanted to buy a typesetting machine and wanted a real Helvetica, you had to buy Linotype. If you have chosen to purchase Compugraphic, AM or Alphatype typesetting equipment, you can not get Helvetica. Instead you have a triumvirate, or helios, or Megaron, or Newton, or whatever. Each type-setting manufacturer had its Helvetica
look the same. It is quite possible that Helvetica see '70s was not really Helvetica. ^ Craig, Jacob; Malmstrom, Margit (1978). Phototype setting: Design guide (1st ist.). New York: Watson-Guptill. 35, p. (p. 35). 35). Helvetica is arguably the most widely used sans serif font. 1999 – Shaw, Paul; Carter, Matthew; McDonald, Rod. Blue pencil
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2011. Retrieved March 20, 2016 ↑ Formula Series. MyFonts. Retrieved 3 July 2016 Interview with Phil Martin. Typography. Retrieved August 30, 2014. Helvetica Flair (photo of the book's examples). Flickr. ^ Heldustry. MyFonts. URW++. Retrieved March 19, 2016 ↑ Helserif. MyFonts. URW++. Retrieved 19 March 2016. Twitter post.
Twitter. The link was checked on March 20, 2016 [from helserif ad:] Look what happened to Helvetic. He grew wings. ^ Budrick, Callie. Vintage Fonts: 35 ads from the past. Print. Retrieved 20 March 2016. Vic Carless Obituary. Guardian. Retrieved October 19, 2014 ↑ Spencer, Tim. Kern Your Enthusiasm: Shatter. HiLoBrow. Retrieved
from 19 October 2014. Maximum font counting: 92 - hut. CreativeBloq. Retrieved August 29, 2017 ↑ Gruppe, Sabine. Home industries: Le Must de Chalet Font. FontBlog. Retrieved August 29, 2017 by Berry. Dot-font: In terms of fonts (1st ed.). New York: Mark Batty Publisher. Pages 117-121 Isbn 0-9772827-0-8. of 1 January 1980 It's a
thin line: Home Industry Review. Speak. Retrieved August 29, 2017 ↑ Larabie, Ray. Coolvetica. Tyodermic fonts Retrieved November 16, 2017 ↑ Tselentis, Jason (August 28, 2017). Typodermic's Raymond Larabie Talks Type, Technology &amp; Science Fiction. As. Retrieved October 29, 2017: What is your most common free fonts? A:
Coolvetica. It downloaded almost twice as much as the other down list. ^ Coolvetica. MyFonts. Typodermic. Retrieved 17 November 2017 in Larabie. Coolvetica Crushed. Tyodermic fonts Retrieved April 12, 2019 ↑ Larabie, Larabie, Movatif. Tyodermic fonts Retrieved March 19, 2016 ↑ Larabie, Ray. GGX88. Tyodermic fonts Retrieved
March 19, 2016 External links to Helvetica documentary site Alternatives Helvetica: two overlapping articles by Stephen Coles at fontfeed.com (archived) and fontshop.com. 1962 Stempel advertisement Breite halbfette Helvetica and Helvetica Kursiv (German) Fonts for use: Helvetica, Helvetica Neue Displayed page 2American
Corporation international for other use, see Annex II. This article lacks information about traffic signals that are generated by 3M. Expand the article to add this information. More information can be found on the chat page. (September 2020) 118 years ago (1902-06-13) (as a Minnesota mining and manufacturing company)Two ports,
Minnesota, USA [1]FoundersJohn Dwan Hermon CableHenry Bryan William A. McGonagleHeadquartersMaplewood, Minnesota, USA area servedworldKeywide peopleMike Roman (Chairman, Revenue of US$32.765 billion (2018)[2]Operating income US$7.207 billion (2018)[2]Net income of $5.349 billion (2018)[2]Total assets $36,500
billion (2018) )2000 EUR [2]Total equity of USD 9,796 billion (2018)[2]Number of employees96,163 (2020)[3]Websitewww.3m.com 3M is an American multinational conglomerate corporation active in the fields of industry, safety at work, US healthcare and consumer goods. [4] The company manufactures more than 60 000 products under
several brands,[5] including adhesives, abrasive, laminate, passive fire protection, personal protective equipment, window films, paint protection films, dental and orthodontic materials, electrical and electronic connecting and insulating materials, medical products, automotive care products,[6] electronic circuits, healthcare software and
optical films. It is located in Maplewood, a suburb of Saint Paul, Minnesota. [8] 3M sold a total of EUR 32,8 billion in 2018. [9] As of 2018, the company had approximately 93 500 employees and operated in more than 70 countries. [2] In 2016, a complaint was made against 3M for deliberately selling deficiencies issued to military
personnel stationed in Iraq and Afghanistan. These ear plugs can cause permanent hearing damage. 3M paid a $9.1 million settlement to the U.S. government. History Five entrepreneurs founded a Minnesota mining and manufacturing company as a mining company in Two Ports, Minnesota, making their first sale on June 13, 1902. [1]
[10] The purpose was my communion, but it was mineral farms were anortositis, which had no commercial value. [10] Co-founder John Dwan asked for funds in exchange for shares, and Edgar Ober and Lucius Ordway took over the company in 1905. [10] The company moved to Duluth and started to study and manufacture sandpaper
products. William L. McKnight, then chief executive, joined the company in 1907 and Mr Bush joined in 1909. In 1916, 3M finally became financially stable and was able to pay dividends. [10] The company moved to St. Paul in 1910, where it remained for 52 years before overgrowth on campus and moved to its current headquarters at the
3M Center in Maplewood, Minnesota in 1962. The John Dwan Office Building, which was founded by 3M, now a museum of development and modern history in 1947, 3M began to produce perfluorooctane acid (PFOA) for electrochemical fluorination. 1951 DuPont started buying PFOA from the then Minnesota mining and manufacturing
company to produce teflon, a product that made a billion-dollar profit by 1990. [13] DuPont pfoa referred to as C8. In 1952, 3M chemists Patsy Sherman and Samuel Smith accidentally discovered the original Scotchgard formula, a tissue-resistant preparation. Sales began in 1956, and in 1973 two chemists obtained a formula patent. [15]
At the end of 1950, 3M produced the first asthma inhaler[17], but the company per se per se did not enter the pharmaceutical industry by acquiring Riker Laboratories, moving it from California to Minnesota. [18] 3M retained the name of Riker Laboratories for the subsidiary until at least 1985 [19] in the mid-1990s 3M Pharmaceuticals, as
the division called, created the first ASIS without CFC inhalers in response to the Montreal Protocol adopted by the United States. [20] In 1980 and 1990, the company spent fifteen years developing local cream delivery technology, which in 1997 allowed the health authority to approve and market symptomatic treatment of genital herpes
aldara. [22] Four decades later, 3M transferred its pharmaceutical unit in three transactions in 2006, accounting for more than $2 billion. [24] [25] At that time 3M Pharmaceuticals accounted for about 20 % of the 3M healthcare business and employed just over a thousand people. [24] 3M traffic signals are installed in St. Slbton,
Washington. When standing from the axis from the intended viewing area, these signals are not visible to adjacent lanes in daylight. (A faint glow is visible at night.) The same two signals above, taken the signal provided in the viewing area (one lane to the north of traffic). Special light diffusion optics and colored fresnel lens create a link.
By 1970, 3M had developed a theatrical blood formula based on red-colored fabs microbeads suspended by carrier fluid. [26] This stage was sold on behalf of Nextel Simulated Blood,[26] [27] and was used in the 1978 film Dawn of the Dead. [28] It has since been discontinued. [27] 3M Mincom participated in some of the first digital audio
recordings of the late 1970s to see the commercial edition when Sound 80 studios in Minneapolis were brought to Sound 80 studios. In 1979, 3M introduced a digital audio recording system called the 3M Digital Audio Mastering System. In 1977, the shops of four cities started Press'n Peel, but the results were disappointing. [30] [31] After
a year 3M instead issued free samples directly to consumers in Boise, Idaho, with 95% of those who tried them indicating that they would buy the product. [30] In 1979, when the introduction began, the product was sold as Post-jos[32] and has been sold in the United States since 6 April 1980[32]. [33] They were launched in Canada and
Europe the following year. On 8 April 2002 3M changed its legal name to 3M Company. [35] On 8 September 2008 3M announced an agreement to acquire Meguiar, a car maintenance products company that has been owned by the family for more than a century. On 30 August 2010, 3M announced that it had acquired Cogent Systems
for EUR 943 million. On 13 October 2010, 3M completed the acquisition of Arizant Inc.[39] in December 2011. Since 2012, 3M has been one of 30 companies listed on the Dow Jones industrial average, added on August 9, 1976, and was 97th on the 2011 Fortune 500 list. On 3 January 2012, it was announced that Avery Dennison's office
and consumer products division had been purchased for EUR 3M for EUR 550 million. [41] The transaction was cancelled by 3M in September 2012. In May 2013, 3M announced that it was selling Scientific Anglers and Ross Reels to Orvis. Ross Reels was acquired by 3M in 2010. [43] March 2017 [44] In 2017, 3M for the year was
$31.657 billion, up from $30.109 billion a year ago. [45] In 2018, it was reported that the company would pay EUR 850 million. On 25 May 2018, Michael F. appointed the Board of Directors. Roman. [47] There are several international subsidiaries, such as 3M India, 3M Japan, &amp;amp; 3M Canada. [48] On 19 December 2018, 3M
announced that it had entered into a final agreement to acquire M*Modal's technology business with a total value of EUR 1,0 billion. [49] October 2019 [50] Environmental results The target light system built for the 3M target headquarters in Minneapolis. [51] The 3M Pollution Prevention Benefits (3P) programme was established in 1975.
The programme was initially focused on reducing pollution at plant level and was expanded to promote recycling and reduce waste in all units in 1989. By the early 1990s, approximately 2,500 3P projects had reduced the company's total global production by 50 percent and saved $3M by $500-600 million by eliminating waste production
that needed to be further processed. [52] In Oakdale Dump oakdale, Minnesota, in 1983, was added to the EPA superfund list after significant contamination of groundwater and soil by VOC and heavy metals was revealed. Between 1940 and 1950, a 3M burial site was used. During the 1990s and 2000s, 3M reduced emissions by 99
percent and greenhouse gas emissions by 72 percent. The company won the United States Environmental Protection Agency's Energy Star Award every year, and has been awarded an honor since 2012. In 1999, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency began investigating perfluorinated chemicals after receiving data on the
distribution and toxicity of perfluorooctane sulfonic acid (PFOS) worldwide. [56] These substances belong to a large group of perfluorokyl and polyfluoroalkyl substances, often referred to as PFAS, each with different chemical properties. [57] 3M, a former original manufacturer of PFOS from the USA, in May 2000. [58] [59] Perfluorinated
compounds produced by 3M were used in non-stick vessels, stain-resistant tissues and other articles. The cottage grove facility produced PFAS from 1940 to 2002. [60] In response to pfas contamination of the Mississippi River and its surroundings, 3M stated that the area would be cleared by a combination of excavation of groundwater
pump wells and soil sediment. The restoration plan was based on an analysis of the company's assets and surrounding lands. [61] An on-site water treatment plant that treated factory water after production water was unable to remove PFAS, which was released into a nearby Mississippi River. [60] Estimate of cleaning costs, which
included a granular activated carbon system to remove PFAS from groundwater, was between $50 million and $56 million,[62] funded by an environmental reserve of $147 million set aside in 2006 [63]. [64] At the end of 2010, the state of Minnesota sued $3M for $5 billion in punitive damages, alleging that they had released PFCs, an
EPA toxic chemical, to local waterways. [66] February 2018 In 2019, 3M, along with Chemours Company and DuPont, appeared to lawmakers after giving up their responsibilities, and denise Rutherford, the company's senior vice president of corporate affairs, said that chemicals do not pose a risk to human health at current level and
have no casualties. [69] Ear plug disputes The Combat Arms Earplugs, version 2 (CAE v2), was developed by Aearo Technologies for US military and civilian use. THE CAE v2 was twice the ear plug that 3M claimed would offer users a different level of protection. Between 2003 and 2015, these ear plugs were standard for members of
the U.S. military. [71] 3M acquired Aearo Technologies in 2008. [72] May 2016 [73] In 2018, 3M agreed to pay $9.1 million to the US government. [74] As of 2018, more than 140,000 former ear plug users – especially US military veterans – have sued 3M, claiming that they suffer from hearing loss, tinnitus and other damage due to
inappropriate design. [75] Internal emails showed that 3M officers boasted of charging $7.63 per unit for ear plugs, which cost 85 cents to produce. The company's official reply showed that government expenditure includes R&amp;D expenditure. [76] N95 respirators and COVID-19 pandemic N95 breathing mask was developed in 3M and
approved in 1972. [77] Since the covid-19 pandemic was able to filter viral particles, it was recommended to use it, but soon the supply became short. [77] A significant part of the company's supply was already sold before the outbreak. [78] Due to the shortage, the US government is asking 3M to stop exporting US-made N95 respirator
masks to Canada and Latin American countries,[79] and President Donald Trump relied on the Defense Production Act to require 3M to give priority to orders from the federal government. [80] The dispute was resolved when 3M agreed to import more respirators, mainly from Chinese factories. [80] 3M later struck a $70MCAD deal with
the federal government of the Canadian and Ontario provincial governments to produce N95 masks at its factory in Brockville, Ontario. [81] The existing facilities at the 3M facility in St. Paul, Minnesota 3M general offices, enterprise research laboratories, and some division laboratories in the U.S. are located in St. Paul, Minnesota. In the
United States, 3M operates 80 production facilities in 29 states and 125 production and conversion facilities in 37 countries outside the United States (2017). [82] March 2016 The building is occupied by seven hundred scientists from various departments. They were previously scattered across the campus. 3M hopes to focus its research
and development on improving collaboration. 3M received $9.6 million in local tax increment funding and exemption from state sales taxes to help develop the building. [83] Selected factory details: Cynthiana, Kentucky, US factory producing Post-it Notes (672 SKU) and Scotch Tape (SKU 147). It employs 539 people and was established
in 1969. [84] Newton Aycliffe, County Durham, UK, a factory that produces occupational safety respirators using laser technology. It has 370 employees and recently had a £4.5 million investment ($7 million). [85] [86] In Minnesota, 3M's Hutchinson facility produces more than half of the company's 23 divisions from 2019. [87] The super
hub produced nexcare, furnace filters and Scotch Tape adhesive bandages among other products. [88] Since 2011, the Cottage Grove plant has been one of three operated since 2011 for the production of 3M sole conditioners. Since 1970, the 3M plant in Columbia, Missouri. The plant was used to produce products, including electronic
components, [91][92] solar and touchscreen films and stethoscopes. In 2012, the facility received $20 million in development and has about 400 employees. [93] 3M opened a brookings, South Dakota plant in 1971,[95] and announced a $70 million expansion in 2014. [96] Since 2018, the company produces more than 1 700 healthcare
products and employs 1 100 people, so the plant's 3M focuses on health care. [97] During the swine flu pandemic in 2009, mask production in the area increased, between 2002 and 2004. SARS outbreak, 2018 California fires, 2019-2020 Australian fire season and COVID-19 pandemic. 3M's Springfield, Missouri plant opened in 1967 and
produces industrial adhesives and bands for aeronautical manufacturers. In 2017, 3M had about 330 employees in the metropolitan area and announced a $40 million development project to refurbish the facility and redevelop another building. [99] In Iowa, the Ames plant produces sandpaper products and received funding from the Iowa
Institution for Economic Development (IEDA) for development in 2013 and 2018. [100] [101] The Knoxville plant is one of the largest in 3M and produces about 12,000 different products, including adhesives and tapes. [102] 3M Southeast Asian activities are based in Singapore, where the company has invested $1 billion over 50 years.
3M has a facility for Tuas, a factory and smart urban solutions lab in Woodlands, and a customer technical center in Yishun. In 2011, 3M expanded the wooded ship plant[90] announced the significant expansion of the Tuas plant in 2016[103] and opened a new headquarters in Singapore, where it was In 2018 [104] The Company has
been operating in China since 1984[105] and was the first Shanghai fully foreign company. In 2007, a seventh 3M plant was opened in Shanghai, the first for the production of healthcare products. [107] By October 2007, the Commission had adopted a proposal for a directive on the protection of the environment and the environment. [105]
[108] 2011 Hefei 3M broke down in the ninth production plant for the production of PV products and other renewable energy sources. In 2015, 3M announced plans to build a technology innovation center in Chengdu,[110] and opened a fifth design center in Shanghai in 2019. [111] Presidents of the Management Board: William L.
McKnight (1949–66), [112][113] Bert S. Cross (1966-70), Harry Hetzzer (1970-75), Raymond H. Herzog (1975-80), Lewis W. 1980-1986, Allen F. Jacob (1986-1991), Livio DeSimone (1991-2001), James McNerney (20 George W. Buckley (2005-2012), George W. Buckley (2005-12), George W. Buckley (2005-2018). In 2019, the current
chairman, Michael F. Roman, was appointed. [124] 3M manuals include: Cross (1966-70), Heltzer (1970-75), Herzog (1975-1979), [125][126] Lehr (1975-79) 1986-1991 James (1986-91), DeSimone (1991-2001), McNerney (2001-2005), (2005-2012), Thulin (2012-2018) 3M presidents: Edgar B. Ober (1905-29), McKnight (1929-49),
Richard P. Carlton (1949-53), Herbert P. Buetow (1953-63), [132] Cross (1963-66), Heltzer (1966-70), Herzog (1970-75). [134] In the late 1970s, the position was separated into us and international operations roles. Between 1979 and 1981, Leer was first occupied by Leer,[126] and By John Pitblado in 1984-91. In 1979, he began
international operations. From 2005 to 2012, he was president, respectively. The early history of 3M and challenges includes employee profiles. C. Rimington, from Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing 3M Australia Pty Ltd (3M Australia: The History of Innovative Companies), Sid Harta Publishers, 2013. Memories from 3M Australia
employees given the wider organizational history. Links ^ a b 3M Birthplace Museum, Lake County Historical Society ^ a b c d e f 3M Company 2018 Annual Report (Form 10-K). last10k.com. U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission. February 2019 ^ Forbes. ↑ 3M company profile. Vault.com. Retrieved July 17, 2018 ↑ Chamaria, Neha
(24 October 2018). Why 3M Company finds it difficult to keep up with investor expectations. The Motley Fool. Retrieved October 10, 2019 ↑ 3M USA: healthcare. Solutions.3m.com. Retrieved 29 March 2012 ↑ Who we are – 3M US company information. Solutions.3m.com. Archived from the original on September 13, 2008. Retrieved July
14, 2013 ↑ 3M Center, Maplewood 55144 – Google Maps. Google Maps. Retrieved July 14, 2013 ↑ Fortune 500 Companies 2018: Who created the list. Fortune. Retrieved August 29, 2019 ↑ a b c d e f 3M. Company profiles for students. - No, no, no, not 1999 archived since the original May 18, 2013. Retrieved October 4, 2012 ↑ 900
Bush Avenue: The House That Studies Built: The Early Years of Saint Paul. Holy Paul Stories. Historic St. Paul. Archived from the original on March 1, 2017. Retrieved 27/02/2017. ^ Prevedouros, Constanţa; Cousins, Ian T.; Buck, Robert C.; Korzeniowski, Stephen H. (January 2006). Sources, survival and transport of
perfluorocarboxylins. Environmental Science &amp;; Technology. 40 (1): 32–44. Bibcode:2006EnST... 40...32P. doi:10.1021/es0512475. PMID 16433330. ^ Rich, Nathaniel (6 January 2016). The lawyer who became DuPont's Worst Nightmare. New York Times. Retrieved 8 January 2016 Shofer, France; Zhang, Hong Kong; Freeman,
David; Desai, Chintan; Shaw, Leslie (August 2006). Effects of perfluorooctaneate in the Community: relationship between serum concentrations and sources of exposure. Journal of Occupational and Environmental Medicine. 48 (8): 759–70. doi:10.1097/01.jom.0000232486.07658.74. Pmc 3038253. PMID 16902368. 1980. US patent 3
574 791 ^ Scottish invention. About.com. Retrieved 21 August 2006 ↑ Inhalers become environmentally friendly. The StarPhoenix. Saskatchewan, Saskatchewan. Canadian press. P.D3. 3 February 1998 – Newspapers.com. 2005 – Rainsford. Discovery, development and new actions nimesulide. Rainsford, K.D. (ed.). Nimesulide: Actions
and usage. Basel: Birkhäuser Verlag. 4, p. (4). ISBN 978-3-7643-7068-8 – via Google Books (preview). On November 19, 1985, Gordon Slovut. Cosmic medicine. Minneapolis Star and Tribune. p. 1A, 11A – through Newspapers.com. ^ Staff (12 October 1996). 3M calls for a closer look at the inhaler. Kenosha News. P. C6 – too
Newspapers.com. 20:00 000 0 Moller, Jan (12 January 1998). E-aired epa, 3M inhaler scam. Daily Chronicle (opinion). DeKalb, Illinois. p. 4 – Newspapers.com. ↑ 3M receives approval for warts treatment. La Crosse Tribune. Associated Press. P. B3, 4 March 1997, Newspapers.com. ^ Mountain, Charles V. L.; Jones, Gareth R.; Schilling,
Melissa A. (2015). Strategic theory and cases: integrated approach (11th approach). Stamford, Connecticut: Cengage learning. (C-322) ISBN 978-1-285-18448-7 – through Books (preview). ↑ a b Drug units receive 3M $2.1 billion. Philadelphia Inquirer (City ed.). Associated Press. P.D2. 10 November 2006 – Newspapers.com. ^ Graceway
Inc. acquires 3M branded drugs in an $875 million deal. Johnson City Press. NET News service. 10 November 2006, p. 7C – per Newspapers.com. ↑ a b Theatre crafts, Volume 23, questions 1-5. 1989, p. 12. The link was checked on September 15, 2020 by Schaefer Applied Technology in Norwood, Massachusetts, developed by Nextel
Brand Simulated Blood back on the market. This stage of blood created by 3M, is based on the colorfas red microbeads suspended carrier liquid, and there are no dyes, detergents, or sugar syrup, and will not cause dyeing or damage to existing dyes. @3M 31 May 2019). Hi there – Thanks for reaching! Unfortunately, Nextel simulated a
blood-pulled permanent disappearing act. Sorry to disappoint; i hope there is no bad blood between us (Tweet). Retrieved September 15, 2020 - via Twitter. 1983 - Thomas. Grande Illusions: Learn-by-example guide to art and technique special make-up effects from Tom Savini's films. Imagine Inc. p. 43. Isbn 0-911137-00-9. ↑ 1978 3M
Digital Audio Mastering System-Mix Inducts 3M Mastering System Into 2007 TECnology Hall of Fame. Mixonline.com. 1 September 2007 Archived from the original on March 13, 2012. Retrieved 29 March 2012 — Art; Silver, Spencer. First Person: We invented the Post-It Note. FT Magazine. Link checked on December 20, 2010 ^ TV
News Headlines - Yahoo TV. Yahoo TV. 24, 2010, in Brian. Right in the $800,000 question, they lost anyway. New York Times. Retrieved 21/09/2015. 4, 2018, in Michael. Szycher practical guide to entrepreneurship and innovation. CRC Press. Isbn 978-1-351-73636-7. ^ Post-it note evolution. 13 February 2010 ↑ 3M history timeline. As of
March 20, 2020 ↑ 3M raises 1Q estimates. CNN/Money. of 4 April 2002 Archived since the original on 12 June 2002. Retrieved March 20, 2020 ↑ 3M purchased by Meguiar's, Inc. meguiar's Online. of 8 September 2008 Retrieved 29 March 2012. 3M offers $943M for biometric security vendor Cogent Systems. PC World. Retrieved
February 16, 2013 ↑ 3M completes acquisition of Arizant Inc. on October 15, 2010 ↑ Fortune 500 2011: Fortune 1,000 Company 1-100. Fortune Magazine. Archived since the original on January 2, 2012. Link checked on March 20, 2020 ^ 3M buys office supply unit Avery Dennison for $550M | Minnesota Public Radio News.
Minnesota.publicradio.org. 3 January 2012 Retrieved 29 March 2012 3M drops Avery Dennison unit Buyout Amid Antitrust Worry. Bloomberg News. Retrieved 14/04/2014. ^ Anderson, Dennis (May 2013). StarTribune. Minneapolis. ^ 3M to buy Johnson Controls safety gear business for $2 billion. Reuters. March 16, 2017 Retrieved 16
March 2017 ^ Why 3M Company (MMM) Down 6.1% from the last earnings report?. Yahoo. On February 26, 2018, ^3M will pay $850 million in Minnesota to end the water pollution event. Cnn. February 21, 2018 ^ 3M COMPANY (NYSE: MMM) Files 8-K departure directors or certain officials; Election of directors; Appointment of certain
officials; Compensatory agreements for certain officials - the market exclusive. marketexclusive.com. Retrieved 25 May 2018 ↑ ^ 3M to acquire M * Modal technology business. 19 December 2018 businesswire.com. Retrieved October 28, 2019 ↑ 3M completes acquisition of Acelity, Inc. 3M News | United States. Retrieved October 19,
2019 ↑ Target Lights Create is evolving at Minneapolis Landmark. Minneapolis/St. Paul Business Journal. 11 April 2003 John Holusha. Hutchinson no longer has his nose. New York Times. Retrieved from 8 January 2020. GOING GREEN AND BOTTOM ROW. 8, 2020, in The Washington Post. ↑ Superfund Site: Oakdale Dump Oakdale,
MN. U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. Retrieved 18/04/2017. 15, 2012 , in Winston. 3M sustainability innovation machine. Harvard Business Review. Retrieved from 8 January 2020. Fluorochemical dilemma: What PFOS/PFOA Fuss is All About (PDF). Cleaning and restoration. Retrieved from 25 October 2008 ↑ What are PFC and
how they relate to over- and polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFASs)?. United States Environmental Protection Agency. Retrieved 13 July 2020 ↑ PFOS-PFOA Information: What is 3M doing?. 3M. Archived from the original on 22 September 2008. Retrieved 25 October 2008 ↑ a b Fellner, Carrie (June 16, 2018). Toxic secrets: Professor brags
about burying bad science on 3M chemicals. Sydney Morning Herald. Retrieved June 25, 2018 ↑ a b Perfluorochemicals and 3M Cottage Grove Facility: Minnesota Dept. Health.state.mn.us December 15, 2011. Archived from the original on April 29, 2012. Reference checked on March 29, 2012 ↑ Health Advice: 3M Chemolite:
Perfluorochemicals release 3M - Cottage Grove Facility Minnesota Department of Health, Jan. 2005 (PDF). Archived from the original (PDF) on August 8, 2016. Retrieved March 29, 2012 ↑ Perfluoroalkylo substance (PFAS) sites in Minnesota. Minnesota Department of Health. ↑ State action against 3M at the crossroads of PFCs.
StarTribune. Minneapolis. 13 January 2014 Retrieved May 20, 2015 ↑ 3M US: sustainability 3M. Solutions.3m.com. Link checked 29 March ↑ 3M forms Energy Department | Renewable Energy News article. Renewableenergyworld.com. 4 February 2009 Retrieved March 29, 2012 ↑ Minnesota sues 3M over pollution claims. Reuters. 30
December 2010 10 000 000 000 00 00 Marohn, Kirsti (20 February 2018). Minnesota settles water pollution suit against 3M for $850 million. MPR News. Retrieved February 20, 2018. Toxic secrets: the city that built 3M - where children die of cancer. Sydney Morning Herald. Retrieved June 25, 2018 in Emile. Companies deny
responsibility for the toxic contamination of chemicals forever. Guardian. issn 0261-3077. Retrieved 10 October 2019. Veterans sue 3M, claiming faulty ear plugs caused hearing damage. FOX 13 News. Retrieved April 20, 2020 ↑ Veterinarians Ripped Hearing Loss Face 3M in earplug mass lawsuit. Bloomberg government. Retrieved April
20, 2020 ↑ 3M to acquire Aearo Technologies Inc., Global Leader in Personal Protection Equipment. 3M News | United States. The link was checked on April 20, 2020 ^ The contractor settles in for $9.1 million after being defective ear plugs for servicemembers. Stars and stripes. The link was verified on April 20, 2020^ 3M Company
agrees to pay $9.1 million to settle allegations that it supplied the United States with defective Dual-Ended Combat Weapons ear plugs. www.justice.gov. 26 July 2018 Retrieved 20 April 2020 A Pensacola judge is weighing a lawsuit claiming 3M ear plugs damaged the veterans hearing. Pensacola News Journal. The link was checked on
April 20, 2020. ^3M paid the government $7.63 for 85 cents on ear plugs. It now has a $1 billion COVID contract. McClatchy. 2020 - Wilson, Mark (24 March 2020). Untold origin history N95 mask. Quick company. Retrieved 27 March 2020 ↑ The world needs masks. China is doing them - but there has been accumulation of them. New
York Times. 16, 2020 ↑ Trump wants to stop the mask exports to Canada. BBC News. April 3, 2020 The link checked on April 4, 2020^a b 3M will import masks from China in the US to resolve the dispute with the Trump administration. New York Times. 6, 2020↑ 3M, to the critical N95 masks of the Brockville, Ont., plant. Cbc. 20 August
2020 Retrieved from 25 August 2020 ^ 3M Company Annual Report 10-K Form 2018 (PDF) (report). 13, p. (p. 13). Retrieved 4 June 2018 on 11 March 2016). 3M Co. opens new $150 million R&amp;amp;amp;; D lab Maplewood. StarTribune. Minneapolis. Retrieved December 4, 2017 ↑ 3M US: Cynthiana, Kentucky Plant: Home. 3M
company. Retrieved 21/09/2014. July 16, 2008 – Deborah. class site to benefit from the 4.5 million people who have been Northern Echo. Darlington, England. Retrieved from 29 March 2012. The latest technologies improve production. Northern Echo. Darlington, England. Retrieved 29 March 2012 11, 2019). 3M Sticks together as Rivals
Break Apart. Wall Street Journal. Retrieved April 14, 2020 ↑ Marcus, Alfred A.; Geffen, Donald A.; Sexton, Ken (September 30, 2010). Reinventing environmental regulation: Project XL lessons. Routledge, what are you talking about. Isbn 9781136525988. Retrieved 30 March 2020. 3M starts untangling your hairballs. Wall Street Journal.
Retrieved 30 March 2020. Josh (July 12, 2011) 3M completes expansion in Asia. In industrial weeks. Retrieved 30 March 2020. 3M lay off 240 workers at the Missouri facility. Reuters. Retrieved 30 March 2020. Ryan, Erin (18 July 2008). 3M announces record releases. Columbia Missouri. Retrieved 30 March 2020 ↑ Lauzon, Michael (28
March 2013). 3M can expand the solar film factory in Missouri. Plastics News. Retrieved 18 April 2020. 3M expansion can add 50 jobs. Colombian Daily Tribune. Retrieved April 17, 2020 ↑ Allen, Brian (5 December 2017). 3M, Walmart is a sign of economic success at Brookings. KSFY-TV. Retrieved 30 March 2020 in Schwan. 3M Stokes
boom in Brookings with a $70M deal. The leader of The Argus. Retrieved March 30, 2020 ↑ Dennis, Thomas (1 August 2018). Developers: Manufacturing matters, and these three standout regional companies show why. Prairie Business. Retrieved April 17, 2020 by Joe Sneve, leader of the Sioux Falls Argus. Coronavirus has Sioux Falls
stores struggling to keep breathing masks stocked. The leader of The Argus. Retrieved April 17, 2017 in Gounley, Thomas. Manufacturer 3M makes the planned Springfield development official. Springfield News-leader. Retrieved 30 March 2020 ↑ 3M receives State aid for the development of the Ames plant. Ames Tribune. of 18 January
2013 Retrieved 30 March 2020 ↑ State aid to Story County companies. Ames Tribune. September 21, 2018 Retrieved 30 March 2020 in Finan, Pat. The 3M expansion will take nearly $35 million to 30 jobs. Journal-Express. The link was checked on March 30, 2020^ a b 3M to spend $135m to expand the Tuas plant. Strait times. July 26,
2016 Retrieved October 28, 2019 ↑ Tan, Elyssa (28 June 2018). 3M opens a new headquarters in Singapore. Business time. The reference was made on 28 October 2019 ↑ a b 3M to double China's production capacity within five years. Marketwatch. Dow Jones &amp;amp; Company. of 29 October 2007 Retrieved October 28, 2019 ↑
Xin, Zheng (September 21, 2018). 3M to invest in the safety, healthcare sector. China Daily. Retrieved October 2019 d. ↑ 3M seventh plant in China will be the first health care. Wall Street Journal. of 7 February 2007 Retrieved 28 October 2019. 3M launches new plant GZ. China Daily. Retrieved October 28, 2019 ↑ 3M Adds Solar
Products Mfg. Plant china. Twin Beds Business. April 17, 2011 Retrieved October 28, 2019 ↑ DePass, Dee (20 March 2015). 3M to open a technology center in western China. Star Tribune. Retrieved October 28, 2019 ↑ 3M opens a design center in Shanghai. China Internet Information Centre. March 13, 2019 Retrieved 28 October 2019.
William L. McKnight, who built the Sandpaper Company in 3M. New York Times. The link was checked on 28 August 2019. 1999 – Luke; Overfelt, Maggie (April 1, 2003). A 3M mining company built on the bug Stick It Out Until a young man came along with ideas about how to band those blunders together as innovation-leading to
decades of growth. CNN Money. Retrieved August 28, 2019 When he became CEO in 1914, 3M was a $264,000 company; By the time he was president in 1929, the annual income was $5.5 million; In 1943, 3M generated $47.2 million, and by the time McKnight retired as chairman in 1966, he had grown 3M to $1.15 billion in operations.
↑ a b Heltzer and Herzog Move to top 3M. Commercial evenings. 140: 17. (1970-08-22)22 August 1970 Retrieved 28 August 2019 by John F. Jones, William H. (May 18, 1977). Boxes of SEC documents reveal secret transactions. The Washington Post, 28 September 2005 in Douglas. Harry Heltzer, 94, Inventor of Reflective Characters,
Dies. New York Times. Retrieved August 28, 2019 Almost a third of this increase came after it rose from president to president and chief executive officer in October 1970. ^ 3M says the reputation is still strong. New York Times. of 14 May 1975 The reference was made on 28 August 2019. Mr. Herzog continues as president and chief
executive officer. of 11 February 1986 11 February 1986. Entrepreneurs; 2 Top 3M Posts Go to the internal head. New York Times. The reference was made on August 28, 2019, the Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Company announced yesterday that Allen F. Jacobson, president of concerns about domestic operations, was named
chairman and chief executive, effective March 1, 2017 – Hagerty, James R. (January 18, 2017). Livio DeSimone, former CEO of 3M, dies at 80. Wall Street Journal. The reference was made on 28 August 2019. ↑ a b Lublin, Joann; Murray, Matthew; Hallinan, Joe (December 5, 2000). General Electric's McNerney will become 3M
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replace him. Reuters. February 12, 2012 Retrieved 28 August 2019 . ^ a b c 3M appointed by Michael Roman CEO; Inge Thulin will take on the new executive chairman of the board. Cnbc. March 5, 2018 Retrieved August 28, 2019 Since 2012 Thulin is chairman, president and CEO of the Board. February 7, 2019 Christopher (February 7,
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Frederick. 3M diversifies through innovation. Hoboken, New Jersey: John Wiley &amp;amp; Sons. 154 p. (p. 154). Isbn 9780470927571. Retrieved August 28, 2019 The award was named after Richard Carlton, president of 3M from 1949 to 1953. ↑ Herbert Buetow, manufacturer, 73. New York Times. of 11 January 1972 The reference
was made on 28 August 2019. ↑ 3M Names Heltzer President and Cross as new President; 2 High positions are filled with 3M. New York Times. (1966-08-11)11 August 1966 Retrieved August 28, 2019 ↑ Raymond Herzog, helped by Start 3M Copier Business. Solar Sentinel. of 23 July 1997 The reference was made on August 28, 2019.
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